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  Why Do Fish Eyes Wet Out?

During the lamination process, fi sh eye marks on the adhesive surface of the self-wound overlaminate 
begin to diminish as the adhesive fl ows out onto the substrate.  After the fi rst 24-72 hours, this 
adhesive fl ow eliminates the appearance of fi sh eyes.  Pressure inside the rolls of fi nished labels also 
helps the fi sh eyes to wet out during this time frame.

  Why Do Fish Eyes Fail To Wet Out?
Although rare, fi sh eyes occasionally do not wet out. 

If they are still visible after 72 hours, check the following processes:

Ink
If the ink is not thoroughly dried or is poorly adhered to the substrate, the adhesive on the overlaminate 
may not fl ow out properly to eliminate the fi sh eyes.

Lamination
Pressure sensitive adhesives require suffi cient even application of pressure for optimal results. Too 
little pressure (<20 psi) may prevent adequate surface contact for adhesive fl ow. This is a concern when 
changing base stock or overlaminate thicknesses. 25-35 psi is typically appropriate for lamination 
pressure.

Substrate Type
Dark, heavy ink coverage not suffi ciently dried, or metallized substrates are particularly challenging for 
fi sh eye wet out. Overlaminate choice, including adhesive type or use of an easy release overlaminate, 
can generally eliminate fi sh eyes on these types of substrates.

 “ Ring-shaped marks, called fi sh eyes, appear in most self-wound overlaminates. Fish 
eye appearance is created when air becomes trapped between the layers of fi nished 
product during the winding process. The good news is fi sh eyes are not defects and 
generally become undetectable once the fi lm is applied to label stock. In this issue we 
will discuss why fi sh eyes wet out, and what to do if they don’t.”
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